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Wireless Stereo Speakers

Quick Start Guide
1. Power input
Function keys:
o

32 1
2. AUX input

3. Multifunction key

o

●

Bluetooth 4.0 based aptX® audio streaming

●

DLNA/UPNP/DMR based audio streaming

In Bluetooth mode, press the multifunction key to launch

●

Wi-Fi based network audio streaming

●

Auxiliary audio source

In Wi-Fi Station mode, press the multifunction key to
launch WPS/QSS pairing.

o

In Wi-Fi mode, press and hold the multifunction key for
2～3 seconds to switch between AP mode and Station

2 Hardware Connection
Connect the power adapter to the speaker as shown below

L2 L3 L4

Touch Key (K1~K4)

a new pairing device.
Main features

L1

K1 (ON/Standby): Touch this interface when the device is in standby to
turn it ON.
(Hold for 1 second when the device is ON for standby mode)
K2: Mode switching interface, touch and hold for 1 second to select
Bluetooth, AUX IN or Wi-Fi audio source.
K3/K4: Touch these interfaces (for a few seconds) to regulate the volume

L1: ON/OFF indicator: red indicates that the device is ON;
blinking red is standby and green means working mode.
L2: Bluetooth status indicator: When it is ON, it indicates that
the Bluetooth connection is operating properly. Slow blinking
means a new Bluetooth connection is being set-up and a rapid
blinking, means an automatic pairing/searching of a
previously paired connection is in motion.
L3: AUX status indicator: The AUX IN mode is selected.
L4: Wi-Fi status indicators: WHITE indicates Station mode,
GREEN indicates AP mode (Access Point).
In Station mode, when the indicator blinks slowly, it means a
new WPS/QSS device pairing is in motion. When it blinks
faster, it means the device is searching for a previously
connected device and ON (permanently lit), means the Wi-Fi
mode is working properly.
L5: Touch user interface - The indicator blinks at each touch
or mode switch.
L6: Light volume up - The indicator blinks at each touch.
(Bright light means that the volume is at its maximum level)
L7: Light volume down - The indicator blinks at each touch.
(Bright light means that the volume is at its minimum level)

mode

3 AUX Connection Mode
Playing music via 3.5 audio cable from smart phones or other devices

Connect a mobile phone (or a PC or other devices) to the
speaker via a 3.5 audio cable - as shown below.

4 Bluetooth Connection Mode
Playing audio files via Bluetooth from a smart phones/other devices

Touch the interface
key
to activate the
(Bluetooth) mode.

Power adapter

Press the multifunction Key
and the Bluetooth indicator
will start blinking slowly.

Enable the Bluetooth function on
your mobile device and search for
the Bluetooth ID of the speaker.

An audio from the source
device can now be played
through the BF-11

★ Tip: The Bluetooth name of the speaker is

After connecting the mains, the LED will turn from red to green in
about 20 seconds, else touch the interface to switch from red to
green.

Touch Interface

Working /Active Status

Power LED ON/OFF

Green/Red

Bluetooth/AUX/Wi-Fi LED

Per Indicator

Mode Switching LED

White

Volume Up LED

White

Volume Down LED

White

3.5audio cable

Touch the interface key

to activate the (AUX) mode

The output will be heard from the speaker when music is
played from the source device.
★ Tip: Ensure both ends are properly inserted into the jack port.

An inert Bluetooth indicator
means the connection is
successful.

DABA which is printed on a label at the base
of the speaker (password 0000) by default.

★ Tip: Bluetooth pairing is only done once – the BF-11 will automatically connect next time.

7.

5

Download and Install APP
For iOS devices - using an iPhone as an example:

6 Wi-Fi Connection Mode
Wi-Fi Access Point (AP Mode)

Router Mode (Pairing - Recommended)

Audio signals are transferred directly via wireless network.

Use the Internet via the router and stream music to the speaker via the wireless network connection.

At the “App Store” Tap
Search for “Wi-Fi Music” or check our website for the
link - download and install the app.
Tip：You can also get the app by scanning the QR code.

Click on download to install

Touch the mode interface key

to switch the speaker

to Access point (AP or Direct Mode).

Connect the speaker to the router

If the indicator is green, then the device is already in
AP mode else press and hold the multifunction key for

Touch the mode interface key
speaker to

to switch the

After the App detects a playback device one can enter the
main interface (Fig. a). Tap the

(AP) mode.

icon on the upper

right, then "Pair with Router" (Fig. b) followed by "Select

2~3 seconds to switch to AP mode
If the indicator is green, then the device is

router for pairing" (Fig. c) to connect your device to the

already in AP mode else press and hold the

router (Fig. d).

multifunction key for 2~3 seconds to switch to
AP mode
For Android devices - using SAMSUNG mobile phones as an
example:
★ Tip: This procedure should be done when the Wi-Fi indicator is green

At "Google play"
Search for “Wi-Fi Music” or check our website for the link download and install the app.

Enable the WLAN on the mobile phone/other, search and
connect to the wifi/ssid - DSP_xxxxxx.

★ Tip: This procedure should be done when the Wi-Fi indicator is green

Tip：You can also get the app by scanning the QR code.

Fig. a

Fig. b

Fig. c

Fig. d

Enable the WLAN on the mobile phone/other, search
and connect to the wifi/ssid - DSP_xxxxxx.

The Wi-Fi indicator on the speaker will turn white (Station Mode),
indicating a successful connection to the router - then close the Wi-Fi
Click on download to install

Music player.

★ Tip: The Wi-Fi or SSID name of the speaker is printed on a label at

Connect a mobile phone/other to the router

the base of the speaker (password 87654321) by default.

Enable the WI-FI on the mobile phone/other and
connect the phone to the router (internet)....

Open the Wi-Fi Music player App.
★ Tip: The Wi-Fi or SSID name of the speaker is printed on a label at

SCAN ME

SCAN ME

When the App detects

, one can

phone/other to the speaker (BF-11).

Scan the QR code
for the App

the base of the speaker (password 87654321) by default.

click on the play button to stream music from the

★ Tip: AP mode is useful when no network or internet streaming is required.

Open Wi-Fi Music App and stream music, online
services or home network thru the BF-11.

Open the Wi-Fi Music player App.
★ Tip: After the successfully connection to the router, the speaker will connect automatically upon
every usage. This is useful for streaming internet services without switching to Bluetooth or AP mode.

